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The design, development, and flight test results of
 
the Biosatellite attitude control system shall be dis

cussed. Preliminary remarks describing the several
 
rBiosatellite nissions shall show how mission con

......... .
 ----.straints were interpreted by the controls engineer and ! 


how the "zero - g" and recovery requirements were : ' :9" 0 404
 

ultimately translated into attitude control performance 0 .- - P'
 

criteria. Results of analyses of payload perturbing 1 0 d 0 , ,
 
effects shall answer questions of the nature: What are, 0 0 H : ,.0 

sensi- -:1 U 'I J . 0the forces and moments to which the payload is C30 q4)
tive ? Froinwhat sources are these disturbances 

k . ZC o 
derived? How can payload accelerations of the order 1 '0 


ofl10 - 5 - g be sensed and controlled in a practical and 'J C C) '.Mr 0
 

economiceway? I2 > AV4
 

The paper shall also include a discussion on the I Qi0 0 o 0 5 
prominent role a continuing simulation activity played o ' * 4>) 00 o 0. 

in the development of the attitude control system. Of Cd 0&C -F) i ,,particular intorest to the controls oriented engineer 
will be the discussion stressing the importance of these a) 0 0 9 W d , 

a)0+ 4a~FI- c' 4simulation studies to the analysis and evaluation of con-


- bar 5 -r!Z C

trol system performance in the deorbit phase of the 
mission. Here, performance of state-of-the-art hard- t 4- 21 .) 

ware will be evaluated and its selection justified. Also 0t 0 deor 


. ,
included in these remarks will be commdnts on the ef- H • i d 


feets of geophysical phenomena on sensors and how o o* -

E t 0 o 0c6 4a .
these were incorporated in the simulation program to 


enhance its validity. Control system configuration
 

shall be defined and features, such as the versatility of
 /
recovery time and location, will be discussed. 
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Mission Requirements. 

With the emphasis on weightlessness clearly es-
Itablished, a more precise definition of what was rel 

radiation, the absence of the Earth's Iquired by the experimenter was needed to determine 
24-hour periodicity, and cosmic radia- I what it would take to provide such capability. The I 
tioa with energies and particle sizes un- requirement thus established, stressed that a degrde 
matched by anything produced artificially of weightlessness of less than 1/100, 000-g for 95%, of 
on Earth. I1 the time -inorbit be maintained. 

The Biosatellite Pr6gram was established to pro- Another requirement, defined as essential by the 
vide the biologist the orbiting laboratory he required to lexperimenter was that payload recovery must be 
achieve these otherwise unachievable set of conditions. achieved to obtain the scientific results on all experi-
Orbital conditions for this program call for a nominal iments. 2 It was upon these basic constraints that a
inclination of 33.50 and altitudes ranging from 170 to 'raher intricate automaic system has been dbveloped 
200 nautical miles depending on mission duration, to,provide the near zero gravity environment and to 

assist in the recovery of the experiment payl6ad. 
-As evolved, Biosatellite is a multimission pro- This: systeir is the Bosatellite attitude contrt sb

gram consisting of 4-wo three day Radiation and General system (,AS . 
Biol(, Dissions and two Primate Missions lasting up I 

to thirLy days. The purpose of the three day mission Atttude Co'trol Studies 
,(which has been completed) was to determine: (A) the' 
effects of weightlessness at the cellular, organ, and I Translation of the above requirements into a defP 
organism level, qnd on the physiologic and behaviorali te systei configuration was not a readily obvious: 
responses of the organism; (B) the biological effects I proeedre;lparticularly, in the mechanization of the 
of radiation in coinbination with weightlessness. The' controls. to asslbre the degree of weightlessness, speel
pthpose -ofthe primate itission will be to deter ine fied. Early consideration of the problem indicated 
the prolonged effkt6 of weightlessness on a higher that the approach to, follow should be one in which t1ke 
form of life. sensing as well as the control of payload acccfbrtejns 

Ywonmd be acconplished economically and reliay. The 
most attrat"Ve soluti n proposed axd latet kt lpkented 
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waseto provide the spacecraft with the capability of rate 
damping. With this approach, it was possible to employ 
rate gyros as the primary sensors and to rely on a I 
simple pneumatic system to provide control torque. 
However, before such a scheme could be accepted, it 

-was necessary to show by analysis that mission require-
ments would not be sacrificed. This activity led to the: 
development of an analogue computer simulation pro-
gram to permit solution of the equations of motion. In 
the rudimentary stage, the simulation results provided 
only limited information insofar as payload accelerations 
were concerned, but were quite adequate in defining
control gas requirements for the mission and verifying 
the adequacy of active rate control once per orbit. The 

next stage in the evolution of the Biosatellite simulation 
was its expansion into a hybrid setup. This increased 
capability permitted continuous calculation of total ac-
celeration levels at any desired point in the capsule. 

More on the hybrid simulation will be discussed later. 

As already stated, sensing and controlling to near 

zero gravity was found to be within the capability of a 
rate damping system. It was found that the acceler-
ation due to body motion of any point in the payload
capsule eoul be expressed by the following equation:,

c 

A. = A. + A + A2 1/2 (1)1 )91 A zi 

where 1.defines the point in the capsule 
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Early analysis showed that vehicle rates below 
x io - 5 0.286 deg/sec were required to satisfy the I - glmit, and a torque to inertia characteristic of 0. 045i 

deg/sec 2 was necessary to prevent exceeding the i x 
10-4 - g limit. Figures I and 2 show the ACS in the 
rate control mode and define rate switching limits,
respectively. 

t During these early studies, it was realized that
the spacecraft would be subjected to disturbances that 

could effect Payload acceleration. Sources of such 
disturbances were investigated and evaluated to de
telrmine their magnitudes. It was found that aqro
dynamic drag would also be significant and as a first 

-approxmation a value of 0.5 x i0 - g was estab
lished. This effect was combined with the body rate 

accelerations and provided a degree of conservatismto subsequent analyses and established a minimum 

salse iiu 
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orbital altitude of 140 nautical miles to maintain the 
I x i0- 5 - g requirement. With the advent of the 

hybrid simulation effort, more precise studies sl~owed 
:that the minimum altitude could be reduced to 115 
n. m. 

'Disturbance Torques 

As a frae body, the motion of the orbiting Bio-
satellite spacecraft is affected by external and internal 
torques and angular momentum changes, Torques 
included in the externally applied category are: 

Aerodynamic 
Gravity Gradient 

Magnetic 

Solar Radiation 

Those torques considered as internally applied include: 

Gas and Fluid Transmission and Damping 

Rate Gyro 
Recorder and Other Motor Driven Devices 

Primate Activity 

*Results of detailed analysis of each source of distur-
*bance clearly established the major torque contributors 
as aerodynamic, gravity gradient, and fluid dumping. 

Predominant among these is the fluid dumping 
effect which is exclusive to the Primate Mission. This 
torque is generated everytime the water boiler exhausts 
overboard (Figure 3). However, the alignment of this 
port is critical and is tightly controlled by specification. 
It is *required that final adjustment be made after the 

, spacecraft center of gravity is determined in the field. 

1This procedure is necessary to assure that the maxi
mum impulse developed does not exceed 15-inch pound 

i seconds per orbit. Since boiler operation is not a pro
grammed function, the ACS to be used in the Primate 
flight will have the added capability of automatic rate 

.control; a feature not used in the three day flights. The 
control system, in the automatic rate control mode, 
now has the ability to sense high rates, turn itself on, 
aiid turn itself off. For the 3-day flight a ground corn
mand was required to activate the rate control function. 

Insofar as the aerodynamic and gravity gradient 
torques are concerned, their values are dependent upont
spacecraft attitude and the maximum values calculated 

are 3.4 x 10 - 3 ft. lb. and 2.7 x 10 - i ft. lb., respec

,•tively. 4 These torques are 900 out of phase so that 
their maximum values cannot occur simultaneously. 

tFlight test results of both three day missions show that 
these effects on vehicle motion were well within antici

:pated levels and that the once per orbit rate control 
Gphilosophy to limit power consumption was well 
! founded. 

RoUnfortunately, results of both three day flights 
showed that initial outgassing after orbit injection was 
greatly underestimated. In this instance, the problem 
was found to be caused by a thin mylar-overlay coveringjthe foam insulation surrounding the payload capsule. 

4/
 



- The drag force (D) can be expressed as.~ 

This overlay was sufficiently air tight to greatly retard i D Cd - p A (V
2 refdeprbssuriation of the foam during powered flight. As , 

a result, .highrates were developed between ground where I 

station contacts during the first day of both flights. Cd Is the aerodynamic drak ooeffeleht 

Aerodynamic Drag p isthe atmospheri6 density in slugs/ft3 
V stelia veloelity inl ft/see


Aerodynamic drag is an important consideration V th o v ...
f/e 
in determining the orbital lifetifle of a near earth J A is the refetkenoe area ift,? . 
satellite. Mission analysis studies have determined ref 
that the nominal injection altitude for the thirty day Atmospheric data (Figres 4 and 5), show tht dfisity 
primate flight is 200 nautical miles, while the nominal varies by an order of magnitude in the nominal altitude 
3day target altitude was 170 n.m. After injection, v
orbital altitude will decay because of aerodynamic range for the Primate Misson. A corresponding changd
drag, whose effect isto reduce the speed of the,space-' in drag accelerbtiohv.would te experienced by the space
craft. Hence, the payloadffdll also feel he effe t of craft as its orbital altitude'decays. As shown in Figure 

5c tre manemumn acceleration at a onimum altitude of 
this braldng action. Calculation of the total acceleratio 5, the m ilesi eleonaaim um altude 6accexperienced by the experiments must, therefore, in- : 1 t ibt, iO •e nConsequently,. when this,factor is taken ihto donsider i 

elude drag effects. This was accomplished by defining a ht n b t at r 
total payload acceleration in the following manner:5 

as shown by the r esults"of simulalh." n"sm&es 37ote"natson, higher rae can be tolerated atialtitudes
" ...

stuai s plotted in. 

- + g(2) , , .' .. .XV g Control Torques 

wheret , •
whereIn order to comply with acceleration requirementt 1i 

acareful consideration was give'h to the selection of thea is total acceleration vector in g's ,control torque level to be used. As-sden by examihlation: 

is drag force in lbs. of equati ons 1.1 to 1.3, *theangular acceleration isused directly in these equations while only the cen-
Ks spacecraft weight fn lbs.i trifugal effects of angular rates contribute to the pay

load acceleration. -Thus, wheqn dpplying: rates and 

A is payload acceleration due to body motion 
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ISimulation Program 

seen that the control torque (0. 0450/sec 2 ) effects are I 

1	2 to 3 orders of magnitude greater than those cqn I 
tributed by the centrifugal effects where the rates are' 

ilimited to 0.2860/sec. 

The philosophy followed hefe was that since the 

disturb~nc* torques were very small, the time re- • 

Iquired to build up spacecraft rates to the threshold 
value would be quite long. Consequently, actuation of: 

the control thrusters would be infrequent and would 

not deyolop an accumulated time greater than 5%of 


Sthe orbital period (4.5 minutes), The decision was 

,imade to provide the maximum allowable control 

-torque without violating the maximum 1 x 10 - g
limit. .Figure 7 shows the re'sults of the analysis 

performed to establish this level. Point A, indicated' 

on the graph is illustralive of the control system's I 
ability to maintain the low gravity required. Inter-

-4 estangly enough, the I x 10 g limit is maintained t' 

even during the deorbit phase of the mission when the 

IACS is called upon to orient and stabilize the space-

I" .Before proceeding with ACS deorbit mode perfor

mance, it might be well to digress slightly at this 

point to describe the simulation program developed in 

,support of subsystem design and evaluation activity. 1 

'Early plans that touched 'on simulation studies were 

directed at generating substantiating data for sizing. 

cold gas storage requirements and furtier verifying* 

goals were easily met with a conventional analog set-I 

!up. However, as theldoiman for more data, and the 

need for design tradeT-off informatipn mounted, the 

IIlgtal computer was added to e)and the capability 

of the simulatiom effort. Aside from calci!lating ac
celkrations mentioned previously, it was also now 

-,possibleto accurately simulate digital loel functions 

;of the attitude control programimer (ACP): include 
s harmohi model of the Earth's magnetic
 

pintopnche~candsprovide sue
spfie v t- oer
ifield via the expedieny of ptncbed cards, locate the 

over any'.ppint on'Earth, and prowde sun Ispacecraf 

and cloud deometry 16onditiors. Every facet, of the. 
simulation 'progranmwas exercised during the very 

active period between the frst and second flights. In: 
addition to evaluatinig the effects of proposed design 

changes for the idsatellite II spacecraft, sbme
 

simulation work w as'also performed to verify later
 
iprimatemission capabhity which featured autoihatic 

rate contrQl. The hybrid simulation also proved in
vanalule in explaining a problem encountered during
 

the flight of Biosatellite I. A block diagrdin ofthe
 

cmt for retro-fire. Icomplete Bisatellie sinvilation is .shown in Figure 

'8.4 'VitalIto deorbit mbde lpp.eration is the position, 

information prqvd dby .twoIa scanners and the. 

.. c6nt6,jggic conar~dl~h4 dt~uecntrol pr~ogram
nfpt. 'Breadboard models of'the 1IR sehbsots and 
ddiitrol logic were built and actuAlly tied into the 

;sfibitlation to determnihe the effects of sun and clouds 

6nACS performa~nce. 
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Mode Operati 	 .eotbit 
o o etbe, 


i 

It is the function of the doorbit' mbde to position 

the spacecraft ih the prescribed deorbif attitude so 
that, after retr rocket burnout, the re-ent y capsule 
will follow a prbdetermined trajectory to the recovery 
point. atitdeigure point.Figure showicleIn the pptlb s s te horbit attitude. This figure also! sliws "li'ho s'-

a gtooe fir-Iha 
pitch and toll, and a for yaw. leI tat '!
diagrAm (Figure 10) shows whdre ilthe'syl t'Liate 

tbl 
gyro and ;position sensor data are combined to jovdethe desir d control logic. Switching lines define 'n' 

Figure I showv the exact rate hnd l ostibn' ont{ot&' 
under whibh'ittitudecontrol solenoid valve's'WV'id'Benierxized, to' bbn ol'spoeraf mnotion -q,,ill on,11m!f,,I 

' ." sj icdrat.inoti ,.1 -,,.,,,,some 
II Sensors 	 .
 

' 

SBecas espacercraft 
e spacetraft i IBacaise"tl6 


randonlyjduii~g the orbital ph sc f t misi, 

special conthl logic based on iR sdnsor6ut/) ha enerrited 
designed ino h'sstmt rvdjtl ~p~lf' ,designled

5 system to prvidoi the dapatiyforIinto 
acquiring the deorbit attitude foml 'Lily, orieii, aAtiIThecfouloirinh. deara atidei ela or t"-At., .6 

funo n pacldscribeaits snxadt *' I ' lLe' 1 

n ng d iosaton,,.h 'inth,stad,.. -i I l. 	 *standhngrqf bol e ~srohu suellsno 
"VjV% l ..7o1 " 

ll,, 1 Is .,,, 1 -oe........ 
hosigl{ p ,.nq tof &,e~e4L 	 9A t),Pl P -Ihow .4ah tf-]11a0,-escarmer cs as t ,I 

thrJesh ue J' e ija
a l9fp 	 ,q bt pig 

logic.! t Q 	 44,4haOfo Id axjW?1t S 
pulse"bPg 3ty t andrthas ,d atoqt sat.
 

bbtwyen 18 and 8 fa,nomn, P
adqotypycW. 4I1I,

earth presdnce,,is not,estiblis~ied when the deorbit =6gd 
. c n ....... r ..
isinilated; then a 	rll searcnh funn{ion isgeneratod. % e 	 a causti which'Retates the ndgative roll sol~noid and causes i 
the spacecnaft to staft roling. Thiu 5aneuver will,,e I I 

6aus one tor both scanners to acquire the I 
Earth' On6e ei1rth p esence; is establishled, roilist.... adplhnrPstindt
 
searci is trmnaecd and oahner pssatiohe data is p,rq
 
cesseq cauingithe vhicle to stabilize inpitch and

bagnetoni;tert
tlock


I roll. We ,h has ke;aheeai~d body atpare! 
I blVO0. 289 /sec. , 'aw Pwitcb is the~in closed thus
b°winrdcntemgbtn!t I inlite a eo-


{awngthud the purpos of earth presence
!li ingthueced of de o a f aacus nlogic in the sequenoelof deorbit sittinde acquisition, 

ladditional explAnation of how it is determined is 
ths time, parlicuarlJ, since earth pres-1

IR -esr io after therrdntence dontinues ;to pla& acontrol fuh 
s essentially siabilized. Because the IR scanners 

utalondec et 
*are vlwlnera)le 	 sun\oand eclouid effe~ts which induce 

SO e sohsystemloc was originally
to 100 th pitohpoition error inputs

tol!n~ bit ro:, I andpic potonerrnus
whenever tplese effec s were encountered. The means 

tseefed wer 	 enonee.Ih enused for nildng this determination was earth preserce. 
I,Basically, the 'oglc jsed was if an invalid pulse were 

detected, tle erth p esence signal would be removed
 
(see Fgxure, 13) Wt position data!inhibited, the
 
vehlicl wouid bp allowed to drift until the disturbance
 
disapreared. However, flight test 4esults from Bio

es d that this philosopiy worked to the
 
detriednt of the ACS11.The problem experienced
Ioae I 
i votved a tferipal bl-nket which was taped down around 

http:enonee.Ih


the scanner aperture at assembly! It i' conject-drod 
o r 

that the tape came loose during p6wercl fliht or 
while in orbit and partially obscuied hY schnee!field!of vew it F re 1 Ths 	 Ii 4. Ts c g 
rise to what has since been descr(bed ap the "Daylight 
Effect." TiTs effect was so called because 'everytime' 
the satellite emerged into sulight'; earth presence 
was lost hi 	 the pitch channel and llimnicly caused 

complete loss ofattitude. Once the spr)cecradt 6ntered 
darkness, deorbitklittitude was re.icqied and tan-a de problem was:diagnosd as the result otaed T ocontrol 

heating of the, tbeinal. blan~ket by ,h-Edrth is alkqoyI h ;


,which caused an inyall,d us aios ferhp -Il 
ence..,In iosatelite Ii, the probent wasa recied 
bychanging the banket cofiguration and the logic. ,precisely, 
Earth presenceasAiow designed required only thht a 

case aI 13.ic pulse andjloss off eart:h p!'es- I' 

.ige, .~,re-spons
valid pulse be deteited.. Any additional'pulsC Ii 
gardless of source, will not effect the 61xtn of the " 
earth presence logic.., Flight testdata fron 1iosatellitc 
II veified that "ltriight'Ef'ects" were no ]'onger a 
problem. 7 It is Yo 'notedthai ds'ite the daylight
problem of Bipsatellite I,',spcecat,atlitude, at tIhe 
deorbit I th ,, ,point was stsfactory due t plned'earl 
morning recovery bh required a 0 

orbi. i :, ' 
" '.

Sun ,Glill t , ,Cjp~
717- ' 	 ffep -d"d-	 t,, 11,; "values 


, .',iu l !, ..
.,, I,P
q~nn,snclod Ofe~t' , tlDotentiall
 
lic ,rsuPl c Afet ',.Iosileationi~onii

) I 
.?, Pn pea,44"cI s 	

,T 

gramq an -d, e 
-

Jehr 
a 
i i d selian 

thq 9 ,, dono on Jh onern 

tIpn9tkPppaFentoes .The.so t 

xs pacr4ly. 

Iongtheh iloadio ' fcopd 

i 	 susceptible to Clqud$ oin either the! 

ege ofthe ,e p.ls, c the 
4*1,. " ", Ii .-" .h I,rIie-. noI0 codl,."I ,md, 's ~ M n. - I..i 

will not create a4 error. A typical scanner signature 
whlen the sun isen( unt rea' vas obta ied dtring;re{ 
BiosaellieII fNigh;. The sequence of I selsor
Bsseen fodigt. hiI se 	 sel'sopulses in Figure 15 show how a stin ptilse nelr the 

a nl e, spacecrxaft yawhorizon' increasesincre i as 61,~ud 


hositl . ,....
 

7g
Magnetometer 	 [

j' 
The role of the magnetorever is to provide yawToetrole tho oity
after the"cditins tof earth presencd, roil 

nand pitch position, nd three axis .ratgs are qatisfied.
Of particular inter~striiait' 	 rIthis discussin is th'at yawjattitude is a functio "of location in orbit,' or inore" 

a functidn of the local magrletic field. ;Re
sponspe to magnetic f 	 a Ioto magn eti conditions at points otherthan the specified eeorbit locati6n gives risel to wjde
 
exeursjns nflspacdcra yaw attitude wyth"reppec to
 
the orbital-plane w-ihIan vary as muh as )00 
order to assure accurate yaw alignment at deorbii and 
to provide flehitititin the selection of this pointj the 
Imagnetometerhaseen equipped with ' sepatate ias 
circuit which is controlled by ground commaad. t is 
os to apply a zero to 4250 milligauss bias 60 

the magnetometer. 1Analyses of magnetic field data 
ji
and flight results indicate the adequacjr of thebiajI 

provided. ljechanical alignment of the magne
tometer probe with respect tothe spacecraft is also
 
give when planning a mission 'so that
 

jthe bias can be kept reasonably small. The e is a two 
Theefsoldcfold reason for exercising such cautio. The first
 
" - 



cra~ he ya opda adwnh efcrdcs, 
creae the y& koop dead band whi~h, in efect, redut .I1-presence 

accuracy. 1 The second effect is, in essence, the limit 
of the first where the bias field either equals' 0r 
ceeds the !nomiral horizontal Earth's field at a pariicu-
lar oin the rbit. In duch a situation ther648",, 
temi orarV loss of referen6e bIcause iis impossl10e 

reasonisjthe tendency of a sizeable bias field to in-" 

.to ostain suytablmemllr u.Fortnately, I 
only one sucaipnt has been encouhtered anci t t

AC$po3ed 
rexpolocated iithe vicinity of South!lAfriba. 

"," I * 
ACS Tests { * 

, t{"',%lj~ 

estngl was, and 


several phases.: The first fulX scale'suusystem t est1 1
 
was tbe three a-,s air bearin-,testiwkdih PeAritt.e , 

checkout bf e <e2y aspect of subsystem operation. rThe 


purpose of tfesd tests was' to verify subsystemin dedign 

and perf rnc criteria and bredict o ' t

Fiure s apcre of the a' ng table.r gure 16 , I it'a:1 I 11f 10 

sential elbients of the ACS mounted on"{taV, pio-

priately iesignated. A schemhtic i.epresetAtioW of 

the air bolaiing facility is shoxiN'- Figure 17. 

The air beai.'ng facilit-y offered a unique oppor
ftity of testing and evaluatin subsystem R-krif nce 
under almostidal conditions.j Use of 6the 'aki Yenr 

*-lowyed ~f~rioitoess ?fotion so thatoi- nciy gas 

the Water ooled "teepee"provided a good IR model for 

gb§c fng sparner performance. I and eyaluating earth,.I 

lotte, Fhally, results of these tests were 
analyzed apd minor aesign changes recommended and' 
imp1gmentpd.j Subsequent subsystem tests included 
ACS, checkutiafter nstallation int the adapter; elec
trical, matd tests - w'here the entire, spacecraft is elec 
tricly hooke up; ltechanical mate tests - where the 
spac~craft is gssemled in its flight configuration; and 

a series o environniental tests where the vehicle is
towri o~n temlv~tcuum conditions.

bdt odtosiirati'nand thermllvC'i 
Eacl fligh4 vehicle is subjected to'jp ddnaplete cycle of' 
acceptance, an confidence tests prior to shipment to 
Kennedy Space Center. Al] data generated is closely 
monitored o ssure !propertperforinance in flight. 

I I on sion 

. I' 
j p B ,otelllteattitude control subsystem has 
successful& dcmonsbrated its capability for providing
the zero gravity ents onment during Flights I and 11. 

One i" 7Y e /' : iro durin o ith undOedsignifisgan change introdluced t cope un- ,predictable! didturbance toupofies anticipated for the 
fortoninb ission is th6 automaticrate 
control ieafure.4 Witi this capability, it will be pos
siblelto also c netrol vehicle rates should outgassing be 
in evidence! asit was previously. De6rbit mode capa
bility has nbt been cl'anged save fo4 the combining of 
roll and pitch barth presence logic to further mitigate 
its elfect after, initiajstabilization Is achieved, 
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RATE CONTROL SWITCHING LINES 
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BIOSATELLITE SPACECPAFT IN ORBIT 
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DENSITY VS, ALTITUDE 

FIGUPE NO. 4 
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DRAG ACCELERATION VS. ALITUDE
 

FIGURE NO. 5
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coNTRoL TOQUE SELE CTION
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BIOSATELLITE SPACECRAFT IN DEORBIT ATTITUDE 

FIGURE NO.9 
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ODEACS DEORBIT 

FIGURE NO. 10 
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DEORBIT MODE SWITCHING LINE CONTFIGURATION 

FIGURE NO- 11 
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IR SENSOR/EARTHi INTERFACE 
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SUN AND CLOUDS IN IR SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW 

FIGURE NO. 13 
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19, SENSOR/TIEPIMAL BLANKET INTERFERINCE
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IR SENSOR DATA FROM 
BIOSATELLIE 11
 

FIGURE NO. 15
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THREE AXIS AIR BEARING SCHEMATIC 

FIGURE NO. 16
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THUE AXIS AIR BEARING SETUP
 

FIGURE NO. 17
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